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A 'Macroeconomic Engineering'
Challenge

Among the IMF's recommendations to the
Chinese government:

Allow the country's currency, the yuan, to
strengthen beyond its undervalued position
against the U.S. dollar

Rebalance growth toward domestic
consumption

Put forward measures such as allowing higher
and more market-driven interest rates

Lower taxes to encourage consumption

Speed up urbanization by reducing restrictions
on migration

Raise the current low prices -- set by the
government -- for energy and raw materials

Expand the existing social safety net, with
improved health-care coverage, pensions and
education

Monitor and manage any red flags indicating a
deterioration in credit quality

Contain threats to the banking sector as well as
continued risks of a bubble in the real-estate
market

Source: International Monetary Fund

By ANDREW BATSON

BEIJING—China's trade surplus is set to balloon again unless the government takes more steps

to support domestic consumption, including letting its currency strengthen, the International

Monetary Fund warned in its annual review of the nation's economy.

The assessment by the IMF staff, published

Thursday, reflects the growing concern

among some economists and officials that a

shift toward a more sustainable pattern of

global economic growth could be stalling as

the worst of the crisis recedes and countries

return to business as usual. Some of the

report's conclusions—including its contention

that China's currency is "substantially"

undervalued—were disclosed by the IMF

earlier this week.

The fact that the report, known as an Article

IV review, was released at all marks an

improvement in the sometimes-testy

relationship between China and the Fund.

China had blocked the IMF from publishing a

review since 2006. The dispute was only

resolved when the IMF backed away from

calling China's currency "fundamentally

misaligned," and substituted the term

"substantially undervalued."

Publication of the report was also eased by

the removal of a footnote that explained in

detail the IMF's calculation of the extent of

undervaluation.

Using different methodologies, says Cornell

University economist Eswar Prasad, who

formerly headed the IMF's China desk, the

IMF had calculated a range of possible

undervaluations: 5%, 15% or 27%.

IMF China Mission Chief Nigel Chalk didn't

comment on the footnote, but said a

"stronger renmimbi is needed but exactly how

strong is very difficult to say because the

economy is changing so rapidly."

Using productivity calculations contained in the IMF report, Mr. Prasad said, resulted in a 23.5%
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Farmers in China's Xinjiang region unload packed
crates of melons to be sold to fruit exporters this
month.
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China Rallies on Growth Hope

undervaluation. "This quantitative implication is alluded to in the text but never clearly stated," he

said.

The debate over currency policy is only part of the discussion over the broad direction of the

Chinese economy, which both the IMF and China's government agree still depends too much on

exports. Supporting domestic consumption instead "will reduce China's reliance on external

demand and better insulate the economy from shocks in overseas markets," the IMF said.

China gave domestic demand an enormous

boost with its stimulus program to combat

the effects of the financial crisis, resulting in a

surge in imports of raw materials and

equipment to feed a construction boom. As a

result, China's current account surplus—the

broadest measure of its trade balance—fell

sharply, reaching 4.5% of gross domestic

product in the first quarter of this year, less

than half the peak level of nearly 11% of GDP

in 2007.

For China to ensure that its trade surplus

continues to decline will be "an exceptionally

complicated exercise in macroeconomic engineering" that "will require concerted action on

multiple fronts," the IMF said. Although China has taken some steps in the right direction,

including the recent loosening of its currency's link to the U.S. dollar, the IMF said, "The critical

mass of policy reforms that will be needed to realize this goal is not yet fully in place."

Achieving a shift toward lower trade surpluses in nations such as China, and smaller trade

deficits in nations such as the U.S., should help global economic growth to be faster and more

broad-based, the leaders of the Group of 20 major economies agreed at their summit meeting

last month.

But with China's government now gradually

phasing out its stimulus program, and

economies in the rest of the world getting

closer to normal, the factors that drove the

trade surplus down are in danger of being

exhausted, the IMF report said. Earlier this

month, the U.S. Treasury made a similar

argument, warning that "China's trade

surplus is likely to rise again as the rest of

the world recovers."

The IMF noted that China's government

disagreed with its assessment, arguing that

continued fast growth, rising wages and

already-implemented reforms will ensure

that the current-account surplus keeps

falling, to about 4% of GDP over the next

few years.

The IMF urged China to press ahead with

measures such as allowing higher and

more market-driven interest rates; reducing

taxes to encourage consumption; improving

health-care coverage; accelerating

urbanization by reducing restrictions on

migration; and raising low, government-set

prices of energy and raw materials.

China also needs to adjust its currency, the

IMF said, which despite official promises of greater flexibility has so far moved very little. "The

current undervaluation is counterproductive and acts as a headwind to increasing private

consumption," the report said. "A stronger currency will help increase the purchasing power of

households, raise the labor share of income, and reorient investment toward those sectors that

serve the domestic market."

China has contested that analysis, and the

report notes the Chinese government believes

the currency's value is now "much closer to

equilibrium than at any time before."
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The IMF's focus on medium-term structural issues reflects its view that the Chinese economy's

recovery is now solidly established, with little danger of high inflation. The fund expects China's

headline inflation rate to fall in the second half of this year and hover around 2% to 3% annually

in coming years.

The IMF noted that China worries that efforts to cut budget deficits in Europe, the U.S. and

Japan could weaken global growth, while China itself has room for more stimulus if needed.

However, it said that after the lending binge that resulted from the previous stimulus plan, China

also needs to deal with risks to the banking sector as well as continued risks of a bubble in the

real-estate market.
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